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Introduction 19
Vaccine-preventable infectious diseases continue to impose significant bur-20 dens on populations around the world [1] . Access to vaccines remains a sig- accounted for over 50% of polio cases worldwide [5, 6] . Vaccine refusal and 34 hesitancy are also common for influenza vaccine, with non-vaccinators citing 35 concern for side effects, lack of perception of infection risk, and doubts about 36 vaccine efficacy as reasons to not become vaccinated [7] . tions, infection transmission through a network-where individuals are nodes 45 and contacts through which infection may pass are edges-are a more accu-46 rate description of infection dynamics [9] . Networks tend to be analytically 47 intractable and therefore agent-based models are often used to simulate net- 48 works. Agent-based simulations on networks allow us to specify complex in-49 dividual node behavior in a natural way. One of the most ambitious examples 50 of these is the Global-Scale Agent Model, which models the daily behavior 51 and relationships of 6.5 billion people using worldwide GIS data [10] . How- concerning vaccines and contact avoidance [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] .
55
The trajectory that an infection takes as it moves through a population is 56 heavily influenced by the spread of health information between individuals, so 57 more sophisticated models of disease spread often combine disease dynam- 
138
The transmission network is a graph denoted by T (V, E T ), and the social 139 network is a graph denoted by O(V, E O ). We assume that they share the The algorithm used to simulate the social and transmission processes used 
151
• Choose some node u ∈ adj O (v) uniformly at random. If Θ(v) = Θ(u),
where 154
where Φ is a sigmoid function such that Φ(∞) = 1, Φ(−∞) = 0, 
where c is the ratio of perceived vaccine risk to perceived disease risk, through changes in c, we will vary c in our analysis. We assume the 170 vaccine is perfectly efficacious.
171
• With probability , v changes opinions (random opinion change event).
172
That is, if Θ(v) = ν, set Θ(v) = η and vice-versa.
173
• If the opinion of a node changes to vaccinator, then their physical state 174 changes to immunized immediately. If they change back to a non-175 vaccinator, they become susceptible immediately.
176
We applied synchronized updating to the network: the change in state re-177 sulting from each rule is stored and applied after every rule is checked, so 178 the order of the above steps does not matter.
179
The result of these rules is a feedback loop where, depending on the rel- 
Parameter Values

224
Baseline parameter values appear in Table 1 and each node is a vaccinator with probability 0.5. [51].
244
An Erdos-Renyi network is simply given a set of nodes V and v, w ∈ V ,
245
v is connected to w with some probability p. In our Erdos-Renyi network 246 model, we used a connection probability of 0.001, so each node has degree 247 10 on average.
248
The Barabasi-Albert model yields networks with a scale-free (or power- networks we used had m = 1.
255
Our lattice with n = 10, 000 nodes was built as follows: if the nodes 256 are arranged on the integer points of a square √ n units wide, each node is 257 connected to the nodes within a unit distance up or down (but not both).
258
Because lattice networks are not random, there is no difference between the 259 social and transmission networks and therefore this is effectively not a mul-260 tiplex network.
261
The Kleinberg small world network is defined as a square lattice, where 262 additional edges are added between some nodes v and w with a probability 
325
In spatially extended critical phenomena, the plot of spatial correlation 326 versus a bifurcation parameter such as c is linear on a log-linear plot [52] . However, there is a notable difference in y-axis scales for the random and where infected individuals never recover ( Figure 5 ).
354
We observe that the rise in the natural logarithm of lag-1 SC begins well 
Discussion
367
Here we studied regime shifts in coupled behaviour-disease dynamics on 
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